ECE 468 Student Questionnaire

Please answer these questions and send your responses in an email to me (milind@purdue.edu) no later than Friday, August 29th

1. What is your full name? If you would prefer to be addressed by a nickname, please include it.

2. What is your preferred email address? (Does not have to be your Purdue address)

3. What programming languages are you familiar with?

4. Have you taken (or are you taking) 30862 or 437?

5. Will you be working on the course project with a partner? If so, what is their name and Purdue user id (login)? Whose Purdue user id will you be submitting your project submissions under?

6. To make it easier for me to match names to faces, please attach a photo of yourself (if you would prefer not to, that is OK).